
Why Some People Hate President Trump

It may appear difficult to grasp why men and women are protesting against America's new president. Is 
the problem ideological/political, something he did in his past or is it something else? An old 
expression states People that live in glass houses shouldn't throw stones. In other words, no one is 
perfect. Not you, not me, not anyone. 

But stones continue to be thrown from glass houses. Why?

At one point in my career I worked at Eastman Kodak Co. On a production line, a sub-assembly was 
being assembled inefficiently which made no sense at all. It was impossible to forget what someone 
said to me when I pointed this out and suggested a simpler, better way. They told me, “Because we've 
always done it that way.”

Vision and hearing are the two most precious senses we have. In the mid nineties cochlear implant 
technology became widely available to allow people to hear. It allowed countless deaf children to 
receive the wonderful gift of hearing. 

Some members of the deaf community were highly against giving the gift of hearing to CHILDREN 
that they protested in city streets:

                                     Deaf protests        Cochlear device in use

The very idea of denying hearing to anyone who needs it, especially children is just plain cruel. Yet 
protests in cities did indeed happen. Why? Simply because as human beings, we are creatures of habit. 
Unfortunately in this case, some selfish deaf people had the nerve to demand others remain deaf.

What would you do if someone who came to visit you re-arranged the pictures on the walls of your 
home? Or just tilted one or two pictures? You might laugh, become upset or perhaps flip out. In any 
case, you are a creature of habit and might be disturbed by anyone who has the nerve to invade your 
space which has an invisible border.

For decades Americans have been frogs in pots of cold water on stoves with hot burners, slowly 
cooking away without realizing it. Frogs will allow themselves to be cooked this way. 

Americans have endured layoffs, increasing crime, gangs roaming streets that didn't exist before, 



inflation, vaccinations they don't need, legal drugs that should never be on the market, increasing 
hatred of black and white people alike under Obama, lost jobs, the sound of factory doors closing for 
the last time. All contributing to a serious decrease in the standard of living. 

Americans have been cooking in pots for so long they don't even realize it. Like the frog who can't feel 
the slow temperature rise, millions of Americans don't feel the constant degradation of their lives 
anymore.

How far has the standard of living plummeted? Let's compare life today to the 1940s into the late 
1960s. Just ONE paycheck allowed any family to live the American dream: a nice home in the suburbs 
with a car, wife and children. Company paid health care, retirement, etc... All with one paycheck. My 
parents did that on one paycheck while my father was a technician at Kodak. He was not an engineer 
but started as an electrician after leaving the army after WW2. Eventually he became an electronics 
technologist. My parents made it all work on far less than $20k/year. 

Starting in the early 1970s that nice life ended for Americans. From that time on it took at least two 
paychecks to make ends meet. That was when the expression DINK was coined – which stood for 
Double Income No Kids couples. It was not until the 1980s when Eastman Kodak had its first layoffs. 
Social-engineering of America and re-distribution of wealth was slowly taking effect.

Americans have become accustomed to a continuously lowering of the standard of living along with 
increased worries. They are indeed the frog in the pot. Common expressions like “Don't rock the boat” 
and “You can't fight city hall” reinforce a subservient mindset. People have quitely been trained to 
think and live in misery and never fight back. People became preoccupied with making ends meet from
the 1970s to this very day.

Have you ever seen protesters walk around with signs like Increase Our Standard of Living, Reduce 
Gasoline Prices, Stop Regulating Americans to Death, Stop Manufacturing Legal Deadly Drugs or 
other signs like this? Probably not, because Americans have ACCEPTED all the misery forced upon 
them as something that could never be stopped. They protest for special interest groups, but do not 
protest forced misery upon their lives.

No other president in modern memory has kept the promises made while running for office like Donald
Trump has in his first week as president. Obama kept just one major promise for his party over his 
eight years: “We Are Change.” He never once told the public what that change would be. Incredibly no 
one in mainstream media asked him that question; perhaps it was a forbidden topic.

America found out what Obama's change was the hard way during his eight year track record: Do 
everything possible to turn America into a third world country and keep it on a slippery, downward 
slope toward the end, and do absolutely nothing to stop job or factory loss or manufacturing all going 
overseas. Encourage blacks to hate whites. He helped to further the NWO, social engineering and re-
distribute wealth that belonged to Americans. In essence, he was clearly a traitor.

People are creatures of habit and often hate change. They want the same routine day in, day out. Any 
pet dog expects a routine to be happy as part of their DNA programming. Deer living in the wild have 
their routines. Deer continue to trot right across main streets, front yards and back yards of small towns 
and cities across America. They follow ancient foot-paths of their ancestors, many of which existed 
long before cities, towns and homes were built.



Even the UN has helped destroy America with their proclamation claiming the family is an enemy to 
society. That insane belief, which is required to support social-engineering goes against everything 
many of us hold dear in America. Expressed logically, it is the UN itself which is the enemy of the 
family. [1]

Along comes Donald Trump as the new leader of America. He immediately takes steps to create new 
American jobs a priority, protect the borders, stop terrorists from entry many other nation-building 
concepts. He is reversing more than 40 years of social-engineering and so-called globalism (NWO) 
which made American lives as miserable as possible. Who should be the first people in America to be 
deported during his presidency? It should be the social-engineers that made life hard for 280 million 
Americans.

Americans have become accustomed to misery, suffering and struggle over the past 40+ years. The 
very thought of anyone taking away their worry-filled lives which they never deserved and helping 
them to have a better life scares many people into irrational thinking and behavior. 

Many still feel more comfortable having a charismatic woman criminal, disbarred lawyer and proven 
high security risk all in one person as president. Millions of irrational Americans do not want a man as 
president who was not a crook, never gave classified information away, who did not run a crooked non-
profit organization and was never a politician or lawyer before. 

This is the bizarre aspect of human nature – it is as though people are pleading please continue to keep 
my life miserable. I don't want anything in my life to change for the better.

Unlike deer and dogs which are genetically programmed to like day-to-day routine, human beings have
a far higher intelligence with the ability to FIGHT routine and WANT CHANGE. Change to America 
will come with some bitter medicine, but change is required to save the Republic which is far more 
important. 

Realistically, it will take a few years to see the positive effects of a better America created by president 
Trump's executive orders. Running for president and winning has proven this much: he is not in it for 
the paycheck as many previous presidents have been. He has stated he said it was time to save America.
For a billionaire the president's meager paycheck means little to him. Donald Trump is giving up four 
years (or even eight years) of his life to save the America he loves; he is giving back to the country that
made him prosperous. 

How many Americans would do this?
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[1] http://www.deseretnews.com/article/410460/UN-IS-ENEMY-OF-THE-FAMILY-EDITOR-
SAYS.html


